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Background: The multidisciplinary approach is considered “best practice” in oncology. Multidisciplinary Teamwork (MDTW) can be 
broadly classified into Multidisciplinary Team Meetings (MDTM) and Multidisciplinary Cancer Clinics (MDCC; involving also 
patients), yet both models are heterogeneously implemented.
Purpose: This study aims at describing the different MDTW implemented models in a Comprehensive Cancer Center.
Methods: All clinical unit directors of the hospital were contacted to identify any MDTW activities the personnel of the unit were involved 
in. Structured interviews were carried out to collect MDTWs information, ie, type (MDTM vs MDCC), team composition, aims, disease 
phase, use of Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs). Descriptive analyses and Social Network Analysis (SNA) were performed.
Results: Among 38 structured interviews, 25 concerned MDTMs and 13 in MDCCs. Responders were mainly surgeons (35%) and 
oncologists (29%), 35% of them were team leaders. Teams were mostly composed of physicians only (64% in MDTMs, 69% in MDCCs). 
Case managers (8% and 31%), palliative care specialists (12% and 23%) and psychologists (20% and 31%) were involved to a lesser extent, 
mainly when dealing with advanced disease. MDTWs were mainly aimed at integrating the skills of the different specialists (respectively 
72% for MDTMs and 64% for MDCCs) and offering the best overall patient care pathway (64%, 61.5%). MDTWs were directed at patients 
in both diagnostic (72%, 61.5%) and locally advanced/metastatic (32%, 38.4%) disease. PROMs were seldom used (24%, 23%). SNA 
shows a similar density in the two MDTWs, but in the MDCCs two nodes remain isolated (pathologists and radiologists).
Conclusion: Despite a high number of MDTWs for advanced/metastatic disease, there is limited involvement of palliative care 
specialists, psychologists, and nurses.
Keywords: case conferences, multidisciplinary cancer conferences, multidisciplinary visits, oncology, tumor board, tumor 
conferences

Introduction
The term “multidisciplinary” is used in medicine to describe a treatment planning approach or team that integrates 
relevant healthcare disciplines that have a direct or indirect impact on patient management.1 In oncology, this concept 
was introduced by Henry Kaplan and Saul Rosenberg at the Stanford University in the 1960s to point out

A need-based approach adopted by the oncologic community to facilitate interdisciplinary interaction, foster patient and care- 
giver confidence, optimize patient care, and help improve outcomes. (p. 72)2 
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Starting from the intuition of Kaplan and Rosenberg, “Multidisciplinary” Teamwork (MDTW) has entered common clinical 
practice in the management of cancer patients.3,4 The Organization of European Cancer Institute (OECI) issues the accred-
itation only if cancer-centers can provide evidence of multidisciplinary clinical meetings.5 Despite an ever-increasing 
diffusion of MDTWs, the evidence showing their impact on clinical outcomes is limited and sometimes contradictory.6–9

Heterogeneous types of MDTWs emerge in the literature,10 with respect, at least, to objectives, team composition, referral 
criteria. Most often, MDTWs focus on one type of cancer (ie, lung) or group of cancers (ie, genitourinary). Therefore, the team 
composition will vary depending on cancer type and is often left to local discretion, the only common aspect being the co- 
presence (physical or virtual) of several specialists at the same time. The primary specialists are generally oncologists, 
surgeons and radiation oncologists.1 Together with these professionals, Taberna et al also suggested the presence of 
oncological radiology: they call them “the four pillars” of Optimal multidisciplinary care.11

Some studies question the feasibility of MDTWs due to limited resources of time, staff, and spaces. Authors suggest the 
importance of having access to clinical case management and administrative support to speed up and optimize processes.9,12

Depending on whether the patient is present or not, two main MDTW models may be identified (13): 
Multidisciplinary Team Meetings (MDTM; also known as “Multidisciplinary cancer conferences”, “Case conferences”, 
“Tumor Conferences”, “Tumor Boards”) and Multidisciplinary Cancer Clinics (MDCC; also known as “Multidisciplinary 
Visits”). However, there are some exceptions: literature has documented experiences in Germany and Australia where 
patients were also invited to participate in MDTMs.13,14

MDTMs are meetings held on a regular basis, in which different specialists discuss clinical cases to propose joint and 
guideline treatment plans, in the absence of the patient.15 The objectives of the MDTMs can vary. Wright et al16 pointed out that 
MDTMs aim to ensure all appropriate tests, options, and treatments for individual case discussion. Gatcliffe et al17 highlights that 
MDTMs are mechanisms aimed at reaching a consensus on the treatment of the patient through an interdisciplinary consultation 
based on dialogue. Hammer and Prime,18 instead, defined an MDTM as a “meeting, where a team of expert clinicians discuss 
complex cases to determine the best possible treatment plan for a patient” (p.2214). However, there are common views on two 
aspects: 1. the importance for the professional growth of healthcare professionals participating; 2. the identification of potentially 
eligible patients to clinical trial.16–20 In the systematic review by Wright et al,16 differences also emerged with respect to referral 
criteria (eg, all patients vs new cancer cases vs patients selected by the coordinator), meeting format (frequency and time length), 
team members (group composition), roles and responsibilities (chair and coordinator).

While MDTMs are well established in oncology practice, there is also growing support for the implementation of 
MDCCs. In MDCCs, the patient is present and the clinicians directly interact with him or her. (13) The patient receives 
input about his clinical condition and treatment plan proposal from a multidisciplinary team; a shared decision is then 
reached jointly taking into account the patient preferences and perspective.

Page et al19 highlight some differences between MDTMs and MDCCs. The first and most important is that, while MDTMs are 
primarily aimed at reaching professional consensus on treatment recommendations based on disease characteristics, in MDCCs 
the treatment decision process is based on the consensus between the physicians and the patient; for this reason, the consensus 
reached is not only “disease centered”, but “patient-centered”. A second difference is that MDTMs are open to more practitioners, 
while MDCCs usually include only professionals involved in patient care. Although the composition of the teams is similar as 
regards clinical representation, in MDCCs it can be necessary to increase its clinical representation to other support staff, such as 
social workers, primary care physicians, psychologists, clergy and others. Given the wide variability in MDTW models, the aim of 
the present study is to provide a real-world description of different multidisciplinary approaches implemented in a Comprehensive 
Cancer Center.

Methods
Study Design
A survey was carried out in Milan at the Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori (INT) from January to May 2021. All 
clinical unit directors of INT were contacted by email by the principal investigator [AC]. They were asked to indicate: 1. which 
MDTMs and/or MDCCs their department organized and/or participated in; 2. the names of professionals in their unit participating 
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in any MDTMs and/or MDCCs; 3. the authorization to contact the above professionals for a short and structured interview (by 
telephone, online, or face to face). All the professionals listed were contacted.

Assessment
An ad hoc and structured questionnaire (please see Appendix 1) was developed to investigate characteristics of MDTWs 
on the basis of the existing literature and in accordance with the interests of the research group: type (MDTM and/or 
MDCC), name of MDTW, disease phase (diagnostics, pre-surgical, post-surgical, locally advanced/metastatic and 
others), years since establishment, description of aims of the MDTW, composition of the team (profession coordinator 
and permanent professionals), frequency of the meetings, referral criteria, recommended documentation for the MDTW, 
reporting documentation, use of Patient Reported Outcomes Measures (PROMs), and inclusion in a formalized/institu-
tional care pathway. Two further items investigated responders’ opinions with respect to a possible need for training: “Do 
you deem it useful for professional involved in MDTW to undergo a specific training on multidisciplinary working?” and 
“What aspects, in your opinion, should the training deal with?”.

Most of the questions required “closed answers” with the possibility of multiple choices. However, three open questions were 
chosen for the description of aims, the referral criteria, and the topics to be treated in the training. No closed alternative answers 
were proposed to leave free expression and argument to respondents. The answers to these questions were categorized based on 
meaning by authors [SA and CB] and analyzed quantitatively as “closed answer”.

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive Statistics
Percentages (%), medians, means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) were calculated for descriptive purposes.

Social Network Analysis (SNA)
SNA was applied with the aim of obtaining information about the structure of the two different MDTWs. SNA is a set of 
structural analyses techniques based on the assumption that the explanation of social phenomena should be based on the analysis 
of the relationships that bind the elements rather than from the characteristics of such elements. A network is composed of 
“nodes” which can be actors (in our case permanent professionals variable) or events (in our case different MDTWs variable), 
and of “ties”, indicating the “connections”/result of interactions between nodes.21,22 Although SNA has been widely used to 
analyze workgroups,23–25 to date there are no applications to MDTWs. In order to reflect the level of connectedness in the 
MDTWs, we calculated density, which represents one of the main descriptive statistics and is often used as an indicator of the 
degree of network cohesion. Density is the ratio between the number of effective connections between nodes and the highest 
number of connections theoretically possible in the network. Thus, it is an indicator that provides information about the entire 
network, and not only on a specific MDTW. The density varies from 0 (when the network is empty and no node is connected to 
another) to 1 (when the network is complete and all nodes are connected to each other). Density was calculated separately for 
MDCCs and MDTMs using the same set of theoretically potential actors. The graphic configuration of the network is also 
presented, as it provides immediate information about the nodes and their ties.

We used IBM Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) Version 26.0® for descriptive analyses and UCINET® 

(demo version) for SNA.

Context
INT is a public foundation and government-designated clinical and research hospital; it is a leading cancer center in Italy 
pursuing mainly clinical and translational research, aimed at providing prevention, early diagnosis, and treatment of 
cancer, as well as at improving patients’ quality of life. INT has been designated as Comprehensive Cancer Centre by 
OECI and is a member of the Cancer Core Europe Consortium.26
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Ethical Issues
The project was approved by INT’s institutional review board (INT 269/20) and all responders provided oral informed 
consent to survey participation. The study is part of a broader project that aims to explore the feasibility and the effect on 
patient experience of care of an MDCC model for patients with advanced cancer.

Results
Participants
Clinical unit directors reported 38 MDTWs and provided the names of 31 professionals to be contacted for the interview; all of 
them agreed to participate. Six participants responded for two or three MDTWs. Of the 38 interviews analyzed, 65.8% (n = 25) 
referred to MDTMs and 34.2% (n = 13) to MDCCs. The full list of the 38 MDTWs is reported in Appendix 2.

Responders were surgeons (35.5%; n = 11), medical oncologists (29.0%; n = 9), nurses (9.7%; n = 3), psychologists 
(6.5%; n = 2), radiotherapist (3.2%; n = 1), 9.7% and other professionals (16.1%; n = 5). 54.8% (n = 17) of the 
participants were women; 35.5% (n = 11) were the team leaders.

MDTMs Characteristics
Table 1 shows detailed information for both MDCCs and MDTMs. As far as MDTMs are concerned, the most frequent 
disease phases are the diagnostic and locally advanced/metastatic ones (in both cases 72.0%). Meetings are most frequently 
coordinated by physicians, mainly surgeons (24.0%); in around one-third of the cases (36.0%), the meeting is not formally led 

Table 1 Characteristics of MDTM and MDCC

MDTM MDCC

n % n %

Disease phase*

Diagnostics 18 72.0 8 61.5

Pre-surgical 14 56.0 4 30.8

Post-surgical 13 52.0 6 46.2

Locally advanced / Metastatic 18 72.0 8 61.5

Other a 5 20.0 2 15.4

Profession Coordinator

Surgeon 6 24.0 5 38.4

Oncologist 4 16.0 3 23.1

Nurse 2 8.0 0

Not predefined 9 36.0 4 30.8

Others 3 12.0 1 7.7

Missing 1 4.0

Permanent professionals*

Oncologist 17 68.0 10 76.9

Surgeon 16 64.0 9 69.2

Radiotherapist 13 52.0 9 69.2

Pathologist 9 36.0 0

(Continued)
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by anyone. Core team components include medical oncologists (68.0%), surgeons (64.0%), radiotherapists (52.0%), radi-
ologists (52.0%); other, yet heterogeneous, professionals are also common (80%). About 28.0% of responders reported the 
participation of a case manager in MDTMs. However, upon a request for further information on the role of the case manager, 
respondents reported that they could be either nurses or administrative professionals. In most cases (64.0%), the MDTMs 

Table 1 (Continued). 

MDTM MDCC

n % n %

Radiologist 13 52.0 0

Palliativist 3 12.0 3 23.1

Psychologist 5 20.0 4 30.8

Case manager

As defined by respondersb 7 28.0 7 53.8

Nurse Case managerc 2 8.0 4 30.8

Clinical Nurse 3 12.0 1 7.7

Other 20 d 80.0 2 e 15.4

Frequency of the meetings

2 times a week 2 8.0 5 38.5

Once a week 17 68.0 7 53.8

From 1 time every 10 days to 1 time a month 6 24.0 0

Whenever needed 0 1 7.7

Recommended documentation for the visit*

Imaging 15 60.0 5 41.7

Recent blood tests 2 8.0 0

Histological examinations 4 16.0 3 25.0

Variable depending on the case 7 28.0 6 50

Reporting documentation

On institutional registers 16 64.0 13 100

Not on institutional records 9 36.0 0

Inclusion in a care formalized/institutional pathway

Yes 8 32.0 5 38.4

No 10 40.0 4 30.8

I do not know 7 28.0 4 30.8

Use of PROMs

Yes 6 24.0 3 23.1

No 19 76.0 10 76.9

Notes: *Multiple answers were possible; aHome care and re-evaluation after primary chemotherapy; bCase managers were considered as defined by 
the respondents. It is interesting to note that many of the respondents do not know the profession of the case manager and confuse it with the data 
manager, the research nurse, etc.; cData relating to nursing case managers only; dThis category includes professionals such as: social worker, 
hepatologist, gastroenterologist, child neuropsychiatrist, physiotherapist, orthopedist, pharmacist, etc. ePulmonologist and urologist.
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include only physicians; the average number of permanent components is 3.9 (Range: 2–6; SD = 1.1; median = 4.00), and the 
average time since MDTMs establishment is 11.39 years (Range: 1–23; SD = 7.2; median = 10.0). The first two MDTMs, 
which started in 1998, were those related to breast cancer and pediatrics (no tumor-specific). In the last 5 years, 6 MDTMs 
have begun: pathological anatomy, molecular tumor board, colon rectal tumors, terminal management of the pediatric patient, 
hereditary tumors of the digestive system and genitourinary tumors. Most MDTMs take place once a week (68%). The 
documentation requested for the visit is mainly related to imaging (60%). Thirty-six percent of clinical reports are not included 
in an institutional database. Less than one-third (32%) of MDTMs are known to be included in a formalized/institutional care 
pathway, and 28% of responders declare not to be aware of it. The use of PROMS was reported by 24% of responders.

Table 2 shows MDTWs objectives as reported by responders (open-answers): MDTMs are reported to be mainly 
aimed at integrating the skills of the different specialists (72.0%) and at planning a more personalized diagnostic- 
therapeutic pathway (64.0%); the most frequently applied referral criteria for the MDTMs are specific diagnostic-clinical 
criteria (56.0%) and problematic or complex cases (52.0%).

Half of respondents (n = 15, 50.0%, 1 missing) reported that training needs are related to MDTWs participation; in 
particular, they deem relevant to improve both communication and leadership skills.

MDTMs Network
Figure 1a describes the structure of the MDTMs network. SNA shows a network of 35 nodes and 99 ties, with a density 
of 0.39 (SD = 0.48), which indicates a low level of network cohesion, as only 39% of all possible links are present. 
Although all nodes have at least one tie (and, therefore, no node is excluded from the network), some professionals have 
few ties, in particular palliative care specialists, psychologists, and nurses (case managers and clinical nurses).

MDCCs Characteristics
Also, MDCCs show a fairly balanced distribution between the diagnostic and locally advanced/metastatic disease phases 
involved (in both cases 61.5%). In 38.5% of the cases, the coordinator is a surgeon; it is not defined in 31% of them and it 
is represented by a medical oncologist in 23%.

Table 2 Aims and Referral Criteria of MDTM and MDCC

MDTM MDCC

n % n %

Aims*

Integrate the skills of the different specialists 18 72.0 7 53.8

Create a more personalized diagnostic-therapeutic path in relation to the characteristics of the disease 
and the patient / Offer the best overall patient care pathway

16 64.0 8 61.5

Manage complex frameworks 7 28 1 7.7

Coordinate access and timing 1 4.0 4 30.8

Identify cases and collect data for research 3 12.0 0

Referral criteria*

Specific diagnostic-clinical criteria (eg, diagnosis-site-station-age) 14 56.0 8 61.5

First visit 4 16.0 3 23.1

Problematic or complex cases 13 52.0 2 15.4

Clinical and / or radiological progression of disease 2 8.0 3 23.1

Second opinion 0 3 23.1

Patients that can be enrolled within research protocols 2 8.0 0

Notes: *Multiple answer were possible.
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Surgeons are among the professionals most often included in the core team (69%), together with oncologists and 
radiotherapists (both 69%). In most cases (69%), the MDCCs include only physicians; the average number of permanent 
members is 2.9 (Range: 2–5; SD = 0.75; median = 3.00) and these MDCCs were established for an average of 8.4 years 
(Range: 1–34; SD = 10.0; median = 3.0). The first MDCC dates back to 1987 and was related to home palliative care 
activation. In the last 5 years, 8 MDCCs have been launched: post-operative surgical breast, advanced breast that needs re- 
evaluation, metastatic breast, lung (to be diagnosed), thymus tumors, colon rectal tumors, eyelid orbit melanoma, metastatic 

Figure 1 (a) MDTM Network. (b) MDCC Network.
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uveal melanoma. Most MDCCs take place once a week (53.8%). Also in this case, the documentation required for the visit is 
mainly related to imaging (42%). Clinical reports from all MDCCs are entered in the electronic medical record. 38.4% of the 
MDCCs are included in a formalized/institutional care pathway and PROMS are not regularly used (only 23.1%).

Respondents report that MDCCs are aimed at planning a more personalized diagnostic-therapeutic pathway (61.5%) 
and to integrate the skills of the different specialists (53.8%); also, coordinate access and timing is reported (30.8%). The 
MDCCs referral criteria are mainly specific diagnostic clinical criteria.

MDCCs Network
Figure 1b shows the graphic structure of the MDCCs network. SNA shows a network with 23 nodes and 41 ties, with 
a density of 0.31 (SD = 0.46), which indicates a low level of network cohesion, as only 31% of all possible links are 
present. Pathologists and the radiologists are excluded from the network, not being connected to any node. Moreover, in 
MDCCs, psychologists, palliative care specialists and nurses (case managers and clinical nurses) have few ties.

Discussion
The present study confirms the variability of MDTW models applied in clinical practice in a Comprehensive Cancer Center. In 
agreement with the findings of Wright et al,16 differences emerged with respect to: objectives, disease phase, referral criteria, 
group composition, meeting format, documentation suggested for the visit, reporting documentation, etc. This variability 
seems to be functional to two aspects: the kind of pathology and the resources available for that pathology.

Most frequently, coordinators and core team members were medical oncologists and surgeons; this agrees with the 
structure of a Comprehensive Cancer Center organized in departments, the main ones being surgical and medical 
oncology ones.11 Accordingly radiotherapists were also very commonly included as core members while only rarely 
radiologists could attend although considered important. Unlike what suggested by Page et al,19 in our survey, the 
number of team members is greater for MDTMs than for MDCCs.

SNA highlighted similar density values for the two MDTWs. This means that in both cases the professionals who participated 
in MDTWs were less than a third of those who could participate. However, it should be emphasized that these analyses do not 
determine whether it makes sense for a specific professional to participate or not in a MDTW. Pathologists and radiologists were 
completely isolated nodes in the MDCCs network, in fact they did not participate in any MDTWs. The number of radiologists in 
our Comprehensive Cancer Center is not sufficient to cope with all the requests that come in. This causes radiologists to perform 
services only when strictly necessary and MDCCs are probably not considered as so. Yet, oncological radiology is one of the “four 
pillars” of the Optimal multidisciplinary care along with radiation oncology, medical oncology and surgical oncology.11 On the 
other hand, we do not have certain information regarding the figure of the anatomic-pathologist; however, we can suppose that, in 
some MDCCs, his or her figure is either not considered fundamental or, again, his or her absence is due to scarcity of resources.

Both MDCC and MDTM teams were predominantly made up of physicians as the number of non-medical profes-
sionals was very low. In this sense, it is correct to speak of “multidisciplinarity”, but not of “multi-professionalism”. In 
particular, clinical, researchers, and case managers nurses were missing, while oncology nurses should have a leading 
role in the patient’s care process.27 Nurse-led interventions improve specific cancer-related symptoms, service coordina-
tion and patient satisfaction,28,29 therefore, its presence can be especially important within the MDCCs. Nurse case 
managers are considered particularly important in the literature both for the optimization of existing resources and for 
improving patient satisfaction.30,31 Furthermore, it should be emphasized that in our Comprehensive Cancer Center there 
is no involvement of an ‘expert’ patient in MDTWs. ‘Expert’ patients should be present as members of MDTWs. Patient 
involvement may increase the quality of clinical practice as their experiential knowledge can complement scientific 
evidence. Patient involvement is also a characteristic of a system that pays attention to patient-centeredness.32

Furthermore, despite the high number of MDCCs and MDTMs for advanced/metastatic cancer phases, the involve-
ment of palliative care specialists and psychologists was limited. There is evidence that transition to the advanced phases 
is smoother and the perception of being “abandoned” prevented when palliative care specialists are met early in the 
disease trajectory.33 As already emerged in the literature, “needs for supportive care must be managed through multi-
disciplinary engagement outside the meeting arena” (p. 205).34
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In agreement with previous literature,13,15 the identification of the optimal care pathway, tailored to the specific 
patient and disease characteristics, was the most frequently reported goal for both MDTMs and MDCCs, followed by the 
aim of integrating the skills of the different specialists. However, MDCCs were often answering to practical issues (ie, to 
coordinate patient access and visit scheduling), while MDTMs were more often required to manage patients complex 
clinical conditions. The possibility of discussing complex cases with colleagues is an important aspect also emerged in 
the literature (ie,)14; in fact, MDCCs and MDTMs represent collaborative working methods that can reassure team 
members when facing difficult treatment choices, allowing to share responsibilities with colleagues.

In agreement with other experiences reported in the literature,6 MDCCs and MDTMs are well established practices in 
our cancer center, as they have been present for an average of 8 and 10 years, respectively. The number of MDTWs is 
increasing: in the last 5 years, 6 MDTMs and 8 MDCCs have been developed. One one hand, this could testify both the 
usefulness of these devices and the feasibility of implementation; however, it should be underlined that the presence of 
MDTWs is a requisite for quality certifications (eg, OECI).5

According to Atwal and Caldwall,35 the inclusion of MDCCs and MDTMs in care pathways is a valuable tool for enhancing 
interprofessional and interorganizational relationships. Our results show that MDTMs were rarely included in formalized/ 
institutional care pathways and the reporting was not fully recorded on institutional platforms, while, on the other hand, 
MDCCs inclusion in formalized/institutional care pathways and reporting on institutional platforms was more common. It 
would therefore seem that the MDTMs have a more “informal” character than the MDCCs. Prades and Borras9 also found a lack 
of formalization of MDTMs in Spanish cancer hospitals; half of the interviewees in their study declared that they did not record 
their decisions on electronic clinical records. However, the authors stress the importance of a formal process, as formality enables 
more transparent and accessible decision process which is valuable for the institution. Furthermore, they specify the importance of 
recording the outcomes of the MDTWs especially when there is no consensus about the decisions taken as this can play an 
important role from a legal perspective too.

Although, use of PROMs in the clinic can improve symptom control, patient well-being and the performance of 
healthcare systems.34,36 They are rarely applied in MDTWs reflecting what happens in routine clinical oncology 
practice.37,38 This could represent another indicator of low patient-centeredness.32,34

Finally, a high percentage of professionals supported the importance of training in MDTWs and they stressed the 
importance of improving communication skills and leadership. The existing literature focuses on the importance of addressing 
research and treatment coordination in MDTWs trainings for specialists. However, communication and leadership abilities are 
essential elements of any work team. Team leadership is important as it influences the group spirit and the ability for 
participants to feel free to express their opinions. This could prevent the floor from being taken exclusively by clinicians 
involved in tumour staging decisions and treatments,11 diminishing then the effectiveness of MDTWs.34,39

The study presents some limitations. The first is that the data presented are not “objective” but reported by the 
participants. This may have affected the accuracy of some information. However, this survey is one of the few studies 
that systematically describes all the MDTW models present in one institution. Second limitation is constituted by the way 
in which the MDCCs and MDTMs are identified: despite all the clinical unit directors were asked to indicate all the 
MDTMs and MDCCs their unit personnel were involved in, it is possible that some were missed.

Future studies could compare MDTMs and MDCCs in terms of feasibility and efficacy (taking into account both 
patients’ and the professionals’ points of view). In particular, it would be interesting to compare the efficacy of MDTWs 
for advanced/metastatic phases of the disease, with and without the presence of different professionals such as palliative 
care specialists, psychologists and nurses in order to study the impact of different MDTW models.

Conclusion
The widespread adoption of MDTWs in cancer care has occurred despite a lack of homogeneity of existing models. 
Results of this research confirm a great variability of the existing models. However, common elements are represented by 
the lack of some key professions (palliative care specialists, psychologists and nurses) and an organizational culture that 
is not yet patient-centered as well as often not specifically trained in multidisciplinary teamwork.
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